TAKATO
WHERE: CONRAD
551 N. FORT LAUDERDALE BEACH BLVD.
PHONE: 954.414.5160
WEBSITE: takatorestaurant.com

1 DREAM COME TRUE: After adding to his reputation as a kitchen visionary in recent years while executive chef at Monkitail inside the Diplomat in Hollywood, Taek Lee (aka chef Taka) has planted his own flag at the Conrad with Takato, a chic, contemporary Asian restaurant that celebrates his culinary journey. “I’ve always dreamed of creating my own experience and hand-selecting a team from the best restaurants in South Florida,” he says of the concept that opened in October. “Aligning with a luxury brand like Conrad has been extremely exciting; when the opportunity opened, I knew it was the best choice.”

2 HOME COOKING: The menu at Takato, in the same oceanfront space formerly occupied by Terra Mare, draws from chef Taka’s early kitchen influences in South Korea, as well as his longtime passion for Japanese cuisine. The result is an exhilarating, flavor-rich spin on experiential dining with cultural touchpoints at every turn. Wasabi, for example, is created and served tableside; an expert in dumpling rolling and stuffs the dough from scratch before tableside cart delivery of the finished product.

3 SIGHTS TO BEHOLD: While there’s no mistaking the artistry inherent to each presentation at Takato, the Instagram-worthy offerings aren’t just for show. “No dish is ever overpowered with sauces, but the freshness of every ingredient complements the other,” chef Taka says. “That’s authentic Japanese and Korean cuisine—allowing each ingredient to shine with a few sauces.” Look no further than the tangy Angry Chicken starter, crisped to perfection and tossed in garlic, gochujang and ginger, with tofu feta in the mix to ease the spice.

4 WE’RE HOOKED: Whether it’s the deftly curated sushi menu or entrees like the melt-in-your-mouth Chilean sea bass—marinated for more than a full day in soy, mirin (a more sugary sake) and honey—seafood at Takato is a showstopper unto itself. Salmon tataki on the sushi menu boasts organic king salmon marinated in miso for six hours that’s topped with mustard tofu and served with truffle ponzu. The crispy tuna, which quickly emerged as a must-have starter, features pan-seared sushi rice topped with tuna and mixed with spicy aioli.

5 CROWD FAVES: Chef Taka is especially fond of the short rib jabche, a traditional Korean dish that stars short rib braised for six hours, along with noodles made from sweet potato, stir-fried vegetables and enoki mushrooms—all topped by a fried egg. Also drawing early raves from guests: Wagyu skirt steak (featuring a wasabi chimichurri that combines South Florida and Japanese influences); and homemade kimchi fried rice (think rice, beef, shiitake mushrooms, garlic, poached egg, fermented Napa cabbage and Korean spices) served in a hot stone bowl and mixed tableside.

DID YOU KNOW?
>> After graduating from culinary school in South Korea, chef Taka (who also served in the Republic of Korea Army for three years) honed his skills at a Japanese restaurant in Seoul. Inspired by the cuisine and the culture, he moved to Japan and perfected his talents there for the better part of five years until moving to the United States in 2002. Prior to settling in South Florida, he served as head sushi chef for Starr Restaurant Group in Philadelphia.
>> Breakfast is served on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays starting at 8 a.m. Offerings include buttermilk waffles, avocado toast with poached eggs—and a crunchy French toast that combines Texas toast and crushed corn flakes.
>> Cocktails are equally rich in flavor, with cultural nods in drinks like the Sekushi Sour (cognac, apricot liqueur and apple syrup) and the Shikoku Margarita (mezcal, pineapple, passion fruit, cardamom and agave).
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